n choose to love and
obey God.
stand at least an arm’s length apart. Hold the paper above your head. When the arrow points up,
Fall Unit 3:
children raise both arms to the sky. When you turn
God’s People Make Good Choices
the paper so the arrow points left, children move both their arms in that direction, and
Bible
Verse:the direcso too as you point the arrow right and down. (For younger children, pause before
moving
“Love
the
Lord
your
God
with allthe
your heart
tion of the arrow to give all children the opportunity to catch up. For older children, change
and with all your soul and with all your mind
arrow’s direction faster each round.) You did well to follow the arrow’s
direction!
We’re Mark
going
and with
all your strength.”
12:30
to find out how Abraham followed God’s directions.

Abraham
Obeys God
Tell the Story

God’s Word & Me (Bottom Line):
I can choose to love and obey God.

Open your Bible to Genesis 12. Tell the story using the pictured motions (keywords in bold) or show
Bible Story 9 pictures.

Genesis 12:1-8

Who has been on an airplane or a train? A bus or a boat? Listen to hear how a man traveled
when God told him to move to a new home.
God had a special plan for a man named Abraham. One day God said to Abraham,
“Abraham, I want you to move to a new land. I will show you how to get there.”
Abraham told his wife, Sarah, and his nephew Lot, “We are going to walk to a new
land. God will show us how to get there.”
What a busy time! Abraham and Lot had sheep, goats, cows, camels and donkeys.
And they had many helpers to take care of all those animals.
The helpers filled water bags with water for the animals and people to drink along
the way.
Sarah and her helpers packed food for the long trip. Everyone helped roll the tents
into big bundles.
And then, Abraham, Sarah, Lot and all their helpers and all their animals started out
on their long trip to a new land. Step, step, step. Day after day they walked.
Each night they had to carefully unroll their tents and set them up. Then every
morning they took down the tents and rolled them up again. It was a big job! But
they knew God was taking care of them.
Finally, after many days of walking, God told Abraham, “This place will be your
new home.” Abraham and his helpers put up the tents. They found places for all the
animals. Then Abraham thanked God for bringing him and all the people with him
safely to the new land. God was glad that Abraham obeyed Him.
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Abram travels to a new home.
Genesis 12:1-9
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Help Abraham find his tent.

Bible Story Puzzle 9

Abraham obeyed God and went to a new land.
We can obey God, too. The Bible says, “Obey the
Lord.” Deuteronomy 27:10
Color the camel that has black feet.
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